Family Ministry 40 Days of Missions Calendar
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday
1

Wednesday

Thursday
4
Mail a card to a
relative you
haven’t seen in
a while
11
Write and mail
a letter to a
military hero

The Quarter
“Missions Jar”
Challenge

On The Go
Missions Bag

3
Draw a picture
for someone
who is ill

7
Pack a lunch to
bring to
someone in
need
14
Help your
sibling clean
their room

8
Take a trip next
door to get to
know your
neighbor
15
Help do yard
work for a
neighbor

9
Bring flowers to
a local nursing
home

10
Help mom and
dad clean the
dishes

16
Go for a prayer
walk around
neighborhood

17
Thank a local
hero

21
Call/Text your
pastor some
encouragement

22
Fill a backpack
with school
supplies to
donate
29
Bust around
the house for
mom and dad

23
Make a
birthday card
for a stranger

24
Donate an item
to the local
animal shelter

18
Make a
bookmark and
donate to
library
25
Make a meal
for someone in
need

30
Donate a food
item for the
food pantry

31
Share a candy
bar with a
stranger

36
Bring in a
neighbors trash
can

37
Pick up trash
wherever you
find yourself

38
Buy someone
else’s lunch

28
Help Carry
someone’s
groceries to
their car
35
Call a friend
and encourage
them

2

Friday

Saturday
5

Buy
Someone’s
Coffee

6
Bake cookies
and deliver
them to a local
“Hero”
13
Take some
time to pray for
your church
leaders
20
Offer free
childcare for a
friend to have
Date Night
27
Give away a
bottle of water
to a stranger

32
Write a thank
you card for a
teacher

33
Donate a book
or two to the
local library

34
Draw a special
picture for mom
and dad

39
Take some
time to pray for
a family
member

40
Leave
something
special for the
Mail Carrier

Go for a walk
around your
neighborhood
& pick up trash
12
Collect
personal
toiletry items to
donate
19
Collect and
donate a gently
used toy or two
26

Instructions:
• Missions Jar – This, our first activity, is intended to be done first. Then throughout the summer we are
encouraging you to place one quarter in a “Missions Jar” for each activity the family completes. They do
not need to be done in order, but we would suggest just one activity a day. This way we can spread out
our Missions impact.
• On The Go Bag – This activity is intended to be a brown bag (or something like it) filled with items that
can be randomly given out to people in need. Items can include granola bars, gum, candy, chips, etc. The
intention of this activity is to keep it in the car and hand things out when you find someone in need.
• Handmade Cards – Any of the cards, for those who are not in your family, can be brought to the We Care
Team and they will be sent to hospitals and heroes.

